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My gun jammed on 26/11: Cop
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Manmath Nardele said that he had heard an explosion at 9.45 pm. He loaded 10 cartridges on his carbine and took
position in a train on platform number 6.

A Government Railway Police (GRP) constable who ﬁred eight rounds at terrorists
Mohammed Ajmal Amir, alias Kasab, and Abu Ismail on November 26, 2006, deposed in
court on Friday.
Manmath Nardele said that he had heard an explosion at 9.45 pm. He loaded 10 cartridges
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on his carbine and took position in a train on platform number 6. “When I saw the two
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terrorists, I ﬁred at them.They retaliated but I was shielded by the train. After the eighth
round my carbine was blocked,” he said.
When the terrorists moved towards the police help booth, Nardele went to the armoury
section to load his 303 carbine. By that time the terrorists had left the station, he said.
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On Thursday, constable Jillu Yadav had said that his gun was also jammed.
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Additional sessions judge ML Tahiliyani was peeved that the police witnesses were
deposing that their guns were jammed. “You should clean the carbine,” he said.
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